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Names and meaning

● Shakespeare’s Juliet: 

”What's in a name? That which we call a rose /By any 

other name would smell as sweet.“ 

● Frege – Über Sinn und Bedeutung (1892): Sense and 

Reference

● Wittgenstein: meaning is contextual, denying

arbitrariness:

● The word cannot simply be separated from its 

meaning, in the same way as the money from the cow 

that could be bought for them (PI 120). 

Joakim Philipson, Stockholm University Library



Metadata: naming and meaning

● Metadata names describe things, giving meaning

(Frege: ’Sinn’), by means of context, helping us to 

identify and situate them (Venus = ’Morgenstern’ or 

’Abendstern’)

● The Linnean taxonomy, as any rank-based

classification of organisms in general, is all about this:

describing and locating a lower rank within a higher, 

species within genera etc.

● The Linnean sexual system of naming, in particular, 

was purely descriptive e.g. of the number and 

structure of stamens

Joakim Philipson, Stockholm University Library



Problems with names and meaning

Patterson et al. (2016): Challenges with using names …

● Homonymi and disambiguation: canonical name matched to 

Asterina gibbosa Gaillard 1897 (a fungus) and to Asterina

gibbosa (Pennant, 1777) (an echinoderm, a starfish)

● Failed canonicalization – e.g. matching logic disregards neg. 

Abudefduf saxatilis (Linnaeus,1758 != non Linnaeus, 1758) 

● Chresonyms: use of the same taxon name does not necessarily

mean that they refer to the same ’thing’ (species); Naja haje, 

Egyptian cobra, described as Coluber haje by Linnaeus

● Partial match: e.g. Melia azedarach phytoplasma (symbiont) 

matched to Melia azedarach
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Problems with names and meaning
(continued)

Ref. Patterson et al. (2016): …

● Concatenated or abbreviated names (e.g. due to 

string-length limits in database, DRYAD)

● Misspellings, missing or added characters – may be 

addressed by fuzzy matching, but can also lead to 

errors

● Inconsistent encoding: Latin1, UTF-8 or UTF-16 -

particularly where name strings include ‘foreign’ author 

names with characters outside ASCII.*
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Problems with names and meaning
(continued)

● But, despite problems with names, Patterson et al. (2016) 

still affirm ”the potential and practicality of a name-based 

cyber-infrastructure to interconnect digital data on 

biodiversity, and the importance of the use of scientific 

names as metadata.”

● However, requires a substantial use of ”name-processing 

tools” (e.g. TaxaMatch and Global Names Cross-mapper),

especially for uncurated databases such as DRYAD

● Solution: annotations, canonicalization, quality controlled 

synonymy lists (e.g. ridding them of chresonyms) and –

adding identifiers. All this by means of tools like the Global 

Names Recognition and Discovery services.

Joakim Philipson, Stockholm University Library



So we have a solution, or? 
Back to the library!

● Agreed: continued need for the use of scientific names, 

but – leaving identifiers aside for a while, the solution 

~ authority files again -> back to the library!

● Library authority files and records usually have ONE 

’canonical’ form, like in MADS the <authority> 

element, that 

“ includes a standardized "authoritative" form of an agent (person or 

organization), an event, a title, or a term (topic, genre, geographic).”*

● … with at least one warrant (of use)

● variant forms (synonyms) as ”see:”-references to the 

canonical form

http://www.loc.gov/standards/mads/mads-doc.html


Still in the library, how about subject
headings for biotaxa? 

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85039645.html

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85039645.html


… subject headings (continued)? 

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85039645.html

http://id.loc.gov/authorities/subjects/sh85039645.html


Combining scientific names (taxa) with
molecular identifiers, genetic barcodes?

● Barcode Index Number (BIN) - cluster sequences for 

”operational taxonomic units that closely correspond to 

species.”

● genetically identical taxa … in different studies reside

under shared identifiers

● Clustering … using 'training data', … based on 

established taxonomy to recognize those sequence

clusters that are likely to correspond to biological

species. 

● Each novel cluster assigned a globally unique identifier

in the Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD)
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Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD) 
- BINs for species ?

● No BINs for genera, e.g. Arabidopsis, only for terminal 
taxa (species, subspecies, infraspecies)?



Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD) 
- BINs for species ?

Joakim Philipson, Stockholm University Library

● Not all scientific species names have BINs

although they have records in BOLD, e.g.

● Arabidopsis thaliana:

“Found 39 published records, forming 0 BINs (clusters),

with specimens from 5 countries, deposited in 6 institutions.

Of these records, 39 have species names, and represent 1 species.”

● Pinus thunbergii:

“Found 16 published records, forming 0 BINs (clusters),

with specimens from 2 countries, deposited in 2 institutions.

Of these records, 16 have species names, and represent 1 species.”



Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD) 
- BINs for species ?

● Some scientific species names have two (or more) 
associated BINs e.g. Drosophila melanogaster -> 

● http://www.boldsystems.org/index.php/Public_BarcodeCluster?clusteruri=BOLD:AAA1831
● http://www.boldsystems.org/index.php/Public_BarcodeCluster?clusteruri=BOLD:AAQ0773
● http://www.boldsystems.org/index.php/Public_BarcodeCluster?clusteruri=BOLD:ACE5308

● Ergo: no 1-to-1 correspondence BINs-species ->BINs
cannot generally be used as unique identifiers for 
sameAs(URI) relations / properties of species names.

http://www.boldsystems.org/index.php/Public_BarcodeCluster?clusteruri=BOLD:AAA1831
http://www.boldsystems.org/index.php/Public_BarcodeCluster?clusteruri=BOLD:AAQ0773
http://www.boldsystems.org/index.php/Public_BarcodeCluster?clusteruri=BOLD:ACE5308


Barcode of Life Data System (BOLD) 
- BINs for species ?

Joakim Philipson, Stockholm University Library

● Are there other possible candidates for PIDs/URIs 
in the BOLD records? E.g. 
<taxID>125051</taxID> for Arabidopsis thaliana

● Are taxIDs findable? - outside BOLD? – No! 
resolvable? No! validatable? (string-length, 
pattern-recognition, namespace) – yes, possibly.

● BINs closest to references to 'things', but no one-
to-one correspondence to 'names' (taxa)



Metadata: links and references

● Linked Data (URIs) are rather references (Frege: 

’Bedeutung’) to ’things, not strings’

● Only literals carry meaning in Linked Data triples (?)

● But wait a minute, LD-aficionados claim URI:s are

simply other names of things.

● And pace librarians love of authority records and 

taxonomists canonical nameforms, the NUNA (Non-

Unique Naming Assumption) in the LD-community 

also allows for several URIs for the same thing.

/ Joakim Philipson, Stockholm University Library



Coyle, K. – DC 2014 about Linked Data



Metadata: names and links?

● Can we have it both ways? – giving names (taxa) 

properties sameAs(URI)

● But are Linked Data (URIs) fit for survival?

● Archival records for long-term preservation need to be 

self-sustained, carrying meaning within themselves, 

while the references may no longer be resolvable.

● Ergo, the URIs in LD-records in e-repositories, in digital 

archives (compliant with the OAIS-model and TDR-standards 

for self-sustenance) will serve primarily as yet another set of

identifiers, not necessarily being resolvable.*

/ Joakim Philipson, Stockholm University Library



Metadata: links or PIDs?

● So rather than links and resolvability … 

● … let’s talk PIDs, Permanent Identifiers

● But just how ”permanent” are they?

● Ok, may no longer be resolvable …

● … but are they still ’findable’, well spread (like ISBNs, e.g. 0-14-

029161-X)?

● Are they ’validatable’ - easily validated? (e.g. fixed string-length, 

pattern-recognition, restricted character set, built-in checksum, 

typed?)*

● Are they FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, Reusable)?

● Comes at a cost: transparency lost!

/ Joakim Philipson, Stockholm University Library



Which identifiers or links?

● Guralnick et al. (2015): table of bioidentifiers in GBIF

http://zookeys.pensoft.net/articles.php?id=5042


Which identifier (– if only one)?

● UUID v5- proposed by Patterson et al. (2016)

● http://globalnames.org/news/2015/05/31/gn-uuid-0-5-0/



Which identifiers or links?

● Guralnick et al. (2015): table of bioidentifiers in GBIF

http://zookeys.pensoft.net/articles.php?id=5042


Which identifiers or links?

● Guralnick et al. (2015): table of bioidentifiers in GBIF

624211191 UUID
EF0A4D3E-702F-
4882-81B8-
CA737AEB7B28

UF 161444
UF FLMNH 
Ichthyology

• Record for Specimen of 
Glyptothorax callopterus
Smith, 1945 recorded on Oct 
31, 2005 loc. Way Benanting, 
Indonesia

• Validatable? – yes! there are
rules and validators for that

• Searchable? – Findable? 
3 results (2 refs. Guralnick et al. 
2015, 1 in GBIF)

http://zookeys.pensoft.net/articles.php?id=5042
http://www.gbif.org/occurrence/624211191
http://www.gbif.org/species/2341282
http://www.gbif.org/country/ID


sameAs vs. canonical forms?

<owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/page/Drosophila_melanogaster"/>

<owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://zoobank.org/NomenclaturalActs/5B39F0AA-270D-

4AA8-B9A3-C36A3A265910"/>



Ok for sameAs, but what URI to record?

1. <owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://dbpedia.org/page/Drosophila_melanogaster"/>

2. <owl:sameAs rdf:resource="http://zoobank.org/NomenclaturalActs/5B39F0AA-

270D-4AA8-B9A3-C36A3A265910"/> 

3. <owl:sameAs

rdf:resource="http://resolver.globalnames.org/name_resolvers.xml?names=Drosoph

ila+melanogaster&best_match_only=%27true%27"/>

● Hm, all resolvable (at least for the time being), but (1,3)  more meaningful,

transparent and descriptive, while the first one more easily ”valdatable” (?)

● Remember the NUNA again - not what, but which URIs.

You can have as many as you like and find fit!

● But again, do these URIs really refer to ’things’ (concepts), or rather – once more –

to ’names’ or even ’naming acts’ (NomenclaturalActs)? – LSID at present!



Ok, but what metadata format to use?

● Page, R.(2016) - Towards a biodiversity knowledge graph:

● Advocating the use of schema.org (Yes) and JSON-LD (?) for 

representing ‘biodiversity knowledge graphs ‘. Against namespace 

prefixing e.g. "dc:title" as adding "unnecessary complexity (why do 

we need to know that it's a "dc" title?)" [e.g. in JSON-LD triple:] 

● { "@context": { "dc:title": "http://purl.org/dc/terms/title" }, "dc:title": 

"Darwin Core: An Evolving Community-Developed Biodiversity Data Standard" } 

* Answer: 

● 1. To retain meaning (from context – remember Wittgenstein) , and key to interpretation 

for the future, self-sustained long-term preservation (dc specification & schemas should

be kept together with records in archive)

● 2. for validation of records also in the present.



The Lexical Bridge, what and why?

● Bimson et al (2016)-The Lexical Bridge: a methodology for bridging the semantic gaps 

between a natural language and an ontology

● Aim: “by parsing ontology literals (i.e., class and property string 

names) to generate an ontology lexicon (OL) … used by our 

semantic equivalency algorithm (SEA) … to find synonomous and 

paraphrastic expressions in text.”

● Also, to improve results of ontology-based text extraction

● But, taxonomies are (almost) like ontologies, with classes (and 

subclasses) and properties, so why do we need LBs?

● Because scientific names, synonyms, and chresonyms appear in 

natural language text sources, from which to extract, collect, 

deduplicate, and assign identifiers or sameAs(URIs)!

● Meaning derived from context! (Final word: Wittgenstein)



Context is King!

● Names, to make sense, get their meaning from 

context (but may have to appear in ’mufti’ to connect

with the outer world (e.g. popular names of biotaxa).

● References (Frege’s Bedeutung) – i.e. links, URIs, 

PIDs, must function also out-of-context, from ’outside’ 

pointing ’inwards’ to the ’things’ that they reference –

i.e. be FAIR.

● But, the means for this referencing, pointing from the 

’senseless’ outside to the ’meaningful’ inside, the 

names, the metadata and the ’thing’-itself – the 

index-fingers are prefixes, namespaces and types!

● Meaning derived from context! (Final word: 

Wittgenstein)



Agenda:

● Keep the Names for meaning (’sense-less’ not to do 

so) in a name-based infrastructure.

● Assign to them the FAIRest of identifiers and 

reasonably Persistent and resolvable URIs

● Validate them well!

● Spread them far and a wide into relevant databases

and on the net for enhanced Findability

● Preserve and provide context also by means of 

namespaces, prefixes and types!
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